
SMART goal setting ,  which stands for Specific ,  Measurable ,  Attainable ,

Relevant ,  and Time-Based ,  is an effective process for setting and achieving your

Ultimate and Evolving Goals .  

As a first step in qualifying your Ultimate Goals ,  and Evolving Goals ,  be specific

about what you want to achieve .  Quite simply ,  your Ultimate Goals and

Evolving Goals must be precise .  Ask yourself ,  “What do I want to accomplish ,

overall? Who will be responsible for this happening ,  and what steps will we

take to achieve this goal?”

 

Poor example :

“We want to sell more employee reward gift boxes to people who work at

businesses in our area . ”

 

Good example :

“We want to increase the number of employee reward gift boxes we sell locally

by 10%.”

Time ,  quantity ,  weights ,  measures ,  and profit margins .  Up and down ,  more and

less .  You may want to increase the sales of a specific product line ,  or you might

want to reduce the time you take to get ready for work in the mornings .  Both

of those outcomes are easy to measure .  What ’s important is that ,  as you decide

on a suitable measure ,  you consider how (and who) will be measuring the

outcomes and how often they ’ll be measured .  

 

Poor example :

“I want to reduce the carbon footprint of my car”

 

Good example :

“I want 100% of our home recycling done each week and to reduce our travel

by 50%”

SPEC IF IC

MEASURABLE



Good Ultimate Goals and Evolving Goals provide motivation ,  not a

disappointment .  Ask yourself ,  “With the resources I have to hand ,  are these

Ultimate Goals and Evolving Goals achievable?”

Ultimate Goals and Evolving Goals should be targets that you can accomplish .

Think about the factors that would stop you from achieving those goals .  If you

realise they ’re too large to measure easily (or they ’d be hard to measure over a

reasonable period to make them effective) ,  then it ’s a good idea to break your

goals down into multiple steps .

 

Poor example :

“Our goal is to be the preferred supplier for every business in a 20-mile radius . ”

 

Good example :

“We want local sales to go up by 70% and represent no less than 40% of our

turnover . ”

 

Poor example :

“I 'd like to spend more time with my friends . ”

 

Good example :

“I will have lunch one day per week with James . ”  

Find the right balance.

If you set your Ultimate Goals and Evolving Goals too far in advance or
too high, then you run the risk of demotivating and demoralising yourself.
It is better to set SMART goals you can achieve relatively quickly than it is
to ‘aim for the stars’ and reduce your chances of success. That said, it’s
good to have Ultimate Goals and Evolving Goals that push you to make
significant progress – personal and professional.

Nobody wants to put time and effort into defining Ultimate Goals and Evolving

Goals as a paper exercise .  There must be a real benefit to achieving those

specific ,  measurable ,  achievable targets .  Your Ultimate Goals and Evolving

Goals need to be relevant .

 

All of your Ultimate Goals and Evolving Goals should be relevant to maintain

control over your finances – it ’s too easy to be distracted by ‘nice to have ’  or

‘nice to achieve ’  rather than ‘essential ’ .

SPEC IF IC

RELEVANT



Specific :  I will acquire three new clients for my consulting business .

Measurable :  I will measure my progress by how many new clients I bring on

while maintaining my current client base .

Attainable :  I will ask current clients for referrals ,  launch a social media

marketing campaign and network with local businesses .

Relevant :  Adding additional clients to my business will grow my business

and increase my revenue .

Time-Based :  I will have three new clients within three months .

Selfless aspirations can be applauded ,  but to remain balanced ,  your Ultimate

Goals and Evolving Goals should be focused on steps that benefit your overall

life vision .  Successful people don ’t become successful overnight ,  but they make

progress by identifying the milestones that will matter in the coming months

and years .

 

Poor example :

“I want to give money to a charity . ”

 

Good example :

“I will enrich the life of an orphan by writing a personal letter and fostering a

distanced relationship . ”

When it comes to achieving Ultimate Goals and Evolving Goals ,  deadlines

aren ’t usually something we warm to ,  but they are necessary .  Deadlines help us

to define success .

 

With that in mind ,  Ultimate Goals and Evolving Goals need to be achievable

within a reasonable timeframe .  They shouldn ’t be set years into the future .

Defining that timeframe may ,  in itself ,  require you to invest energy in

researching which goals are possible and how you ’ll go about achieving them .

 

If you must change the timeframe of your Ultimate Goals and Evolving Goals ,

please do .  Otherwise ,  they are set to one year ,  Ultimate Goals ,  and three

months ,  Evolving Goals .

 

Poor example :

“We ’ll be selling more employee reward gift boxes next year . ”

 

Good example :

“Christmas reward gift boxes to all to be pre-booked ,  every year ,  by September

the 28th . ”   

Longer and working example one

T IMELY



Specific :  I will become a well-known expert on the topic of small-business

accounting .

Measurable :  I will be successful if asked to speak publicly on the topic at

least once a month ,  receive weekly interview requests ,  and write one article

per month for a top industry publication .

Attainable :  I will accomplish this by acquiring the services of a PR or

publicity firm and launching a publicity campaign .

Relevant :  Establishing myself as a small business accounting expert will

reinforce my 20+ years of experience in the field and allow me to reach

more small-business owners who need accounting advice .

Time-Based :  I want to be considered a small business accounting expert in

two years .

SMART Evolving Goal

Within three months ,  I will acquire three new clients for my consulting

business by asking for referrals ,  launching a social media marketing campaign ,

and networking with local businesses .  

Longer and working example two

SMART Evolving Goal

I will acquire the services of a PR or publicity firm and launch a publicity

campaign .  They will help establish me as a well-known expert in small business

accounting who speaks publicly on the topic at least once a month ,  receives

interview requests every week ,  and writes one article per month for a top

industry publication .  

 


